Take Off with English
CYLET Correlation Chart
Levels 3 and 4 of Take Off with English are fully aligned to Cambridge English:
Young Learners (CYLET) Movers grammar, structures and vocabulary syllabus.

Grammar and Structures List
Cambridge English:
Young Learners Movers
syllabus

Take Off with English

Grammar
Adverbs

Examples
She never eats meat.
He sang loudly.
My mother talks a lot.
A baby cat is called a kitten.
He is called Jack.
I’m not good at drawing
Your house is bigger than mine.
Anna is my best friend.
My brother reads more quickly
than my sister.
I like ice cream best.
I went home because I was
tired.
I could see some birds in the
tree.
I’ve got to go.
Do I have to go to bed now?
He had to draw a whale for
homework.
Yesterday we went for a drive in
my brother’s new car.
How about going to the cinema
on Wednesday afternoon?
May went to the park to play
football.
I think he’s very nice.

Be called + n
Be good at + n
Comparative and
superlative adjectives
Comparative and
superlative adverbs
Conjunctions
Could (past form of can)
Have (got) to/had to

Go for a + n
How/what about + n or
ing
Infinitive of purpose
I think/know …
must for obligation

He must do his homework.
You mustn’t give the rabbit
cheese.
What must we do today?
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Numbers

Cardinal 21–100
Ordinals 1–10, 11–20
Past simple regular and We went to the park yesterday.
irregular forms
Her father cooked lunch on
Friday.
Did you go to the cinema? Yes, I
did.
We didn’t see the pirate at the
party.
Prepositions of time
She plays with her friends after
school.
He plays badminton on
Saturdays.
Question words
Why is she talking to her?
When does school start?
Relative clauses
Vicky is the girl who is riding a
bike.
That is the DVD which my
friend gave me.
This is the house where my
friend lives.
Shall for offers
Shall I help you wash the car,
Mum?
Verb + infinitive
I want to go home.
I need to buy some juice.

3
4
4

5
1
2, 3, 4, 5, 6

3

2, 8

3
4
4

4, 8
2, 4
10

4

1
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Verb + ing
Want/ask someone to
do something

I went riding on Saturday.
He wants the teacher to tell a
story.

4
3

6
8

What is/was the
weather like?
What’s the matter?

What was the weather like last
weekend?
What’s the matter, Daisy? Have
you got a stomach-ache?
When he got home, he had his
dinner

3
4
4

4
4
8

3

7

When clauses (not with
future meaning)
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Level 3
Vocabulary List
Grammatical Key
adj
adv
conj
det
dis
excl

adjective
adverb
conjunction
determiner
discourse marker
exclamation

above prep, p.41
afraid adj, p.50
after prep, p.16
all adv + det
+ pron, p.21
all right adj + adv, p.40
always adv, p.14
another det + pron, p.43
any det + pron, p.7
at prep of time, p.84
awake adj, p.16
bank n, p.40
basement n, p.42
bat n, p.14
bear n, p.14
beard n, p.6
before prep, p.16
below prep, p.41
best adj + adv, p.58
better adj + adv, p.54
blond(e) adj, p.6
boring adj, p.55
bottle n, p.74
bowl n, p.74
break n, p.72
bring v, p.84
bus station n, p.40
buy v, p.24
by prep, p.74
café n, p.40
cage n, p.16
careful adj, p.16
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int
n
poss
prep
pron
v

interrogative
noun
possessive
preposition
pronoun
verb

carry v, p.10
catch v (e.g. a bus), p.40
cinema n, p.40
city n, p.64
clever adj, p.84
climb v, p.34
cloud n, p.32
cloudy adj, p.30
coat n, p.7
coffee n, p.24
cold adj + n, p.30
come on! excl, p.63
comic n, p.82
cook v, p.24
country n, p.33
cup n, p.24
curly adj, p.6
difference n, p.32
different adj, p.52
difficult adj, p.55
drive n, p.21
dry adj, p.44
easy adj, p.55
email n + v, p.32
every det, p.40
fat adj, p.7
first adj + adv, p.38
fish v, p.33
floor n (e.g. ground, 1st, etc.), p.40
forest n, p.58
Friday n, p.66
get up v, p.17
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glass n, p.24
go shopping v, p.40
grass n, p.16
ground (floor) n, p.42
have (got) to v, p.22
help v, p.23
hide v, p.84
holiday n, p.32
homework n, p.68
hop v, p.84
hospital n, p.40
hot adj, p.30
how adv + int, p.33
how much adv + int, p.84
how often adv + int, p.70
inside adv + n + prep, p.42
island n, p.33
Jack n, p.7
Jane n, p.33
Jim n, p.32
jungle n, p.32
kangaroo n, p.14
lake n, p.58
last adj + adv, p.40
library n, p.40
lift n (US elevator), p.42
lion n, p.14
loud adj, p.54
map n, p.58
market n, p.24
Mary n, p.26
Monday n, p.66
more adv + det+ pron, p.54
most adv + det+ pron, p.60
mountain n, p.32
moustache n, p.6
near adv + prep, p.42
neck n, p.6
need v, p.42 (audio)
never adv, p.14
nothing pron, p.74
often adv, p.14
on adv + prep of time, p.66
once, p.70
opposite prep, p.41
other, p.13
out adv, p.74
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out of prep, p.44
outside adv + n + prep, p.42
parent n, p.86
parrot n, p.6
party n, p.8
pet n, p.16
Peter n, p.43
picnic n, p.74
pirate n, p.6
place n, p.33
plant n + v, p.24
plate n, p.74
puppy n, p.86
quick adj, p.52
quiet adj, p.60
rain n + v, p.30
river n, p.32
round adj + adv + prep, p.50
salad n, p.79
Sally n, p.17
sandwich n, p.24
Saturday n, p.66
scarf n, p.7
second adj + adv, p.38
shop n, p.38
shopping v, p.40
shoulder n, p.6
skating v, p.82
slow adj, p.52
snow n + v, p.30
sometimes adv, p.14
soup n, p.71
square adj + n, p.50
straight adj, p.6
strong adj, p.50
Sunday n, p.66
sunny adj, p.31
supermarket n, p.41
sweater n, p.34
swim n, p.32
swimming pool n, p.41
take v, p.14
tall adj, p.7
tea n, p.24
text n + v, p.69
than conj + prep, p.52
then adv, p.26
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thin adj, p.7
think v, p.55
third adj + adv, p.38
Thursday n, p.66
tired adj, p.50
teeth n, p.16
town n, p.58
treasure n, p.10
Tuesday n, p.66
up adv + prep, p.39
vegetable n, p.79
walk n, p.14
wash n + v, p.22
waterfall n, p.74
weather n, p.31
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Wednesday n, p.66
week n, p.70
weekend n, p.82
wet adj, p.31
whale n, p.33
when adv + conj + int, p.70
which pron, p.33
why int, p.34
wind n, p.31
windy adj, p.31
worse adj + adv, p.59
worst adj + adv, p.60
would v, p.78
wrong adj, p.74
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Level 4
Vocabulary List
Grammatical Key
adj
adv
conj
det
dis
excl

adjective
adverb
conjunction
determiner
discourse marker
exclamation

address n, p.6
age n, p.14
aunt n, p.6
back adj + adv + n, p.30
bad adj, p.32
badly adv, p.67
balcony n, p.6
band (music) n, p.80
because conj, p.35
blanket n, p.32
both det + pron, p.50
break n, p.14
busy adj, p.32
call v, p.37
carefully adv, p.66
CD n, p.14
CD player n, p.15
centre n, p.14
change v, p.57
Charlie n, p.38
cheese n, p.8
city n, p.6
clown n, p.38
cough n, p.58
could v (past of can for ability), p.61
countryside n, p.53
cry v, p.32
Daisy n, p.17
daughter n, p.86
doctor n, p.58
dolphin n, p.22
down adv + prep, p.30
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int
n
poss
prep
pron
v

interrogative
noun
possessive
preposition
pronoun
verb

downstairs adv + n, p.10
dream n + v, p.86
dress up v, p.39
drive n, p.93
driver n, p.19
DVD n, p.14
DVD player n, p.14
earache n, p.58
everyone pron, p.39
everything pron, p.39
exciting adj, p.39
excuse me dis, p.50
fall v, p.60
famous adj, p.57
fan n, p.14
farm n, p.54
farmer n, p.53
field n (sports field), p.14
film n + v (US movie), p.8
fine adj + excl, p.6
fly n, p.22
Fred n, p.7
frightened adj, p.30
get dressed v, p.40
get on v, p.50
get off v, p.50
get undressed v, p.40
grandchild(ren) n, p.87
granddaughter n, p.86
grandparent n, p.87
grandson n, p.86
grown-up n, p.54
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headache n, p.58
hundred n, p.6
hurt v, p.58
idea n, p.32
Internet n, p.74
into prep, p.29
invite v, p.24
kind n, p.9
kitten n, p.22
laugh n + v, p.38
leaf/leaves n, p.82
Lily n, p.51
look for v, p.38
lose v, p.39
loudly adv, p.67
matter n, p.58
message n, p.53
mistake n, p.19
move v, p.32
must v, p.75
naughty adj, p.66
noise n, p.68
nurse n, p.58
off adv + prep, p.38
only adv, p.19
out of prep, p.60
pair n, p.40
panda n, p.22
pasta n, p.8
Paul n, p.49
present n, p.38
pretty adj, p.9
put on v, p.40
quickly adv, p.67
quietly adv, p.67
rabbit n, p.22
rainbow n, p.30
ride n, p.35
road n, p.6
rock n, p.68
roof n, p.86
safe adj, p.19

sail n + v, p.30
seat n, p.78
shall v, p.11
shark n, p.22
shout v, p.66
shower n, p.40
skate n + v, p.66
skip v, p.60
slowly adv, p.68
someone pron, p.86
something pron, p.86
son n, p.86
sports centre n, p.14
stair(s) n, p.8
star n, p.87
stomach-ache n, p.58
surprised adj, p.38
sweet adj, p.60
take off v (i.e. get undressed), p.38
temperature n, p.34
terrible adj, p.30
ticket n, p.38
toothache n, p.58
toothbrush n, p.60
top adj + n, p.87
towel n, p.32
travel n, p.24
trip n, p.50
uncle n, p.6
upstairs adv + n, p.10
Vicky n, p.82
video n + v, p.92
village n, p.6
wait v, p.30
wake up v, p.40
weak adj, p.60
website n, p.74
well adj + adv, p.6, p.58
which pron, p.84
who pron, p.87
work n + v, p.25
world n, p.12
yesterday adv + n, p.16

Please note: all vocabulary from the alphabetic vocabulary list is present in Levels 3
and/or 4 of Take Off with English.
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